
A teen's friends are a powerful influence 
 
Behavior is almost contagious among teenagers. Good behavior by peers can spread through the group. But bad behavior can 
also be modeled. 

 
The influence that friends exert over one another as teenagers is clearly…  
(J. Emilio Flores / For The Times) 
 

My parents had it pretty easy with me when I was a teenager. I was a bit of a nerd. I earned straight A's in 
school, ran for student government and spent much of my free time watching reruns of "Little House on 
the Prairie." And they had little to complain about when it came to my friends — most of them were as 
straight as I was. My mom and dad considered them a positive influence 

Many parents aren't nearly this lucky. Their teens run with kids who prefer partying to homework or 
fistfights to team sports. It's only natural for these parents to worry about the way their children are being 
influenced. And it's only logical for them to wonder: Should I allow my child to spend time with these 
kids at all? 

"It's a tricky issue," says Mitch Prinstein, director of clinical psychology at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and editor of the Journal of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology. "It's a fair 
and appropriate question for parents to be asking themselves." 

The influence that friends exert over one another as teenagers is clearly powerful and, far too often, 
undesirable. Unhealthy behaviors can be almost contagious among kids this age. Teens whose friends 
smoke, drink or use drugs, for example, are more likely to indulge in these behaviors themselves. 
Aggressive, illegal or self-injurious behaviors also have a tendency to cluster among friend groups, as do 
concerns about body image and eating. 

A study published in February in the Journal of Early Adolescence showed that friendships can also make 
the difference between good and bad grades at school. Researchers at the University of Oregon surveyed 
more than 1,200 middle school students and asked them to identify their three best friends. They found 
that students whose friends were prone to misbehave didn't do as well in school as kids whose friends 
were socially active in positive ways, such as participating in sports at school or completing their 
homework on time. 
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